Study International Criminal Law and the Holocaust in Europe

Nuremberg to The Hague Program

SUMMER 2024 | JUNE 30–JULY 26
Open to Creighton and non-Creighton students.

Immerse yourself in international law and history. You’ll spend time in Germany, Poland and the Netherlands, exploring how traumatic societal events like the Holocaust impact the law. Learn about war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity.

Broaden your understanding of law with a combination of classroom instruction and trips to actual crime scenes, places of conspiracy and current trials. N2H will expose you to unrivaled historical and legal experiences.

The Holocaust education component of N2H is funded by the Staenberg Family Foundation and co-sponsored by the Institute for Holocaust Education.

HAVE QUESTIONS?
nuremberg@creighton.edu | 402.280.1490
creighton.edu/law/n2h